Some important facts about Hyerath...
1. Why Tithi triyodashi is important to celebrate Hyerath;
According to Bharav Yaag Granth Triyodashi is the deciding factor to solemnize the day of Hyreath.
Triyodashi should be present at midnight. That is the reason our Hyreath festival is sometimes
celebrated on Dwadashi and sometimes at Triyodashi.
2. Are Herath and Maha Shiv Ratri same festivals?
No. Our Hyreath is Har-Ratri (Hura Ratri) celebrated on Triyodashi & MahaShivratri deciding factor is
Chaturdashi that is the reason Maha shivratri is also called Shiv-Chaturdashi. Hyreath and MahaShivratri cannot be solemnized on the same day. Recent example is Year 2011, 1st march jantri Page
already posted in the group.
3. All over the Hindu world Hindus celebrate MAHASHIVRATRI on Chaturdashi that falls on 24th Feb
and they are fine with that. Why are few among us comparing Herath with MahaShivratri?
Our Hyreath deciding factor is Triyodashi and Mahashivratri is based on Chatrudashi as per Dharam
Sindu. This is the reason Triyodashi Festival cannot be celebrated on chaturdashi.
4. At what time Triyodashi starts on 23rd Feb?
Triyodashi is starting at 09-19 PM on 23rd Feb which decides the Hyreath to be solemnized on
23rd Feb. 2017.
5. What is sparsh and what is its importance?
As already mentioned above Triyodashi starts at 09-19 PM which indicated that Puja to be
performed at Dwodashi having sparsh of triyodashi at midnight.

6. What is PRADOSH and what is said about its impact on 24th Feb? Does this imply that even during
chaturdashi ?
Pradosh kaal is of 05 types. Neiyta Pradosh, Paksha Pradosh, Maas Prodash, Maha Pradosh & Pralaey
Pradosh.
Pradosh Vrat is solemnized on Krishan & Shukal Paksha of every (Lunar) Month. & Every 14th Dark
day of Dark half of every month (Krishan Paksha) is called Shivratri. It has nothing to with our
Hyreath. Because Hyreath and Maha-Shivratri are two distinct festivals.

